ABSTRACT
Introduction
Cavitation physics play an important role in the design and operation of many liquid handling turbomachines. In particular, cavitation can give rise to erosion damage, noise, vibration and hydraulic performance deterioration. Accordingly, a large body of research has been performed towards understanding the physics of, designing away from, and designing to accommodate the effects of cavitation.
In many pump applications, large scale developed, or "sheet" cavities form on the blade and endwall surfaces when the pump operates off design flow or at low system pressure. In addition to erosion and noise implications, if these cavities become large, they exhibit significant unsteadiness and can vary significantly in extent from blade to blade. These effects conspire to generate potentially damaging vibration due to non-uniform loading around the annulus. Additionally, for low enough cavitation numbers, hydraulic efficiency, flow coefficient and head coefficient can decrease. Ultimately, cavitation breakdown can occur as characterized by a very rapid decrease in impeller head rise coefficient. For these reasons, it is of interest to the pump designer to be able to model large scale cavitation.
Potential flow methods have been employed for decades to model large cavities in a variety of liquid flow systems including pumps. These methods treat the fluid flow outside the bubble as potential flow, while the shape and size of the bubble itself are determined from dynamic equilibrium assumptions across the bubble-liquid interface, with bubble shape family and/or closure conditions also provided. Adaptations of such methods remain in widespread use today due to their inherent computational efficiency, and their proven effectiveness in predicting numerous first order dynamics of sheet-and super-supercavitating configurations, but they retain the limitations of a potential flow model applied to a flow with complex bubble geometries and inherent vortical structures. Recently, more general CFD approaches have been developed to analyze these flows. In the pump application area, Hirschi et al. [4] employed a single-phase RANS methodology wherein the cavity boundary is treated as a constant pressure slip surface, with the cavity geometry defined from bubble dynamics and closure condition modeling. In the past several years several research groups ( [1] , [2] , [10] , [13] , for example) as well as commercial CFD vendors have introduced large scale cavitation models (for pumps and other applications) wherein the entire flow path is treated using the same differential model, with phase change incorporated to account for the generation and condensation of the cavitation bubble. This is the approach taken here.
In particular, the authors have recently developed a multiphase CFD methodology with applications focused on sheetand super-cavitating flows about underwater vehicles [6] [7] [8] [9] . As this capability has been matured and validated for that class of applications, we have begun to pursue developed cavitation in turbomachinery. This paper summarizes our capabilities and results in this area to date.
The paper is organized as follows: The theoretical formulation of the method is briefly summarized, including baseline differential model, specific physical models and numerical methods. This is followed by two sets of results. First, Q3D analyses are presented for a 7-blade impeller operating across a range of flow coefficients and cavitation numbers. Analyses are also presented which illustrate the fully 3D capability of the method. 
Governing Equations and Physical Modeling
A two-phase differential formulation is adopted where individual equations are provided for the transport, generation and destruction of volume fraction of liquid (which can exchange mass with vapor), and the mixture volume. A mixture momentum equation is also provided. The governing differential equations, cast in Cartesian tensor form, in a frame of reference rotating with constant angular velocity, ω i , are given as: (1) where mixture density and turbulent viscosity are defined by: (2) In the present work, the density of each constituent is taken as constant. Equations 1 represent transport/generation of mixture volume, mixture momentum, and liquid phase volume fraction respectively. Physical time derivatives are included for transient computations. The formulation incorporates pre-conditioned pseudo-time-derivatives ( terms), defined by parame-
ter β, which provide favorable convergence characteristics for steady state and transient computations, as discussed in [7] .
The formation and collapse of a cavity is modeled as a phase transformation. Mass transfer is modeled as finite rate interfacial processes: (3) where and represent evaporation and condensation respectively. C dest and C prod are model constants (C dest = 100, C prod = 1000) obtained through experience and validation studies summarized in [6] , [9] . A high Reynolds number form k-ε model with standard wall functions is implemented to provide turbulence closure. Further details on the physical modeling are provided in [6] , [8] .
Numerical Method
The numerical method is evolved from the work of Taylor and his coworkers ( [14] , for example). The UNCLE code which served as the baseline platform for the present work, is based on a single phase, finite volume, pseudocompressibility formulation. Third-order Roe-based flux difference splitting is utilized for convection term discretization. An implicit procedure is adopted with inviscid and viscous flux Jacobians approximated numerically. A block-symmetric Gauss-Seidel iteration is employed to solve the approximate Newton system at each pseudo-timestep.
The multi-phase extension of the code, designated UNCLE-M, retains these underlying numerics but incorporates additional volume fraction transport and mass transfer, non-diagonal preconditioning, and flux limiting. A temporally secondorder accurate dual-time scheme is implemented for physical transients. The turbulence transport equations are solved subsequent to the mean flow equations at each pseudo-time step. The multiblock code is instrumented with MPI for parallel execution based on domain decomposition. Further details on the numerical method and code are available in [7] .
Previous Applications, Validation Status and Analysis Requirements
UNCLE-M has been extensively used and validated for natural and ventilated sheet-and super-cavitation about external flow configurations. Of particular relevance here is that the code has been shown to predict bubble size parameters, drag and vapor/vorticity shedding characteristics for natural cavitation about numerous axisymmetric configurations with good accuracy [6 -9] .
Also important is our finding that such analyses require significantly higher discretization fidelity compared to single phase analyses. Specifically, finer wall normal and streamwise grid resolution, as well as higher order flux discretization (with attendant flux limiting) are required. Failure to accommodate these requirements results in: 1) a smearing of the vapor-liquid interface, especially near the aft end of the bubble (re-entrant flow region), 2) too small a cavity for a given cavitation number, and 3) steadystate results instead of the physically observed rich unsteady behavior (again, in particular, in the cavity re-entrant region).
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Quasi-3D Analysis
The ultimate goal of this research is to establish a validated three-dimensional capability for the prediction of cavitation in pumps. As discussed above, accurate analysis requires significant grid resolution, accurate numerics and often a time-accurate solution strategy. Therefore, as we evolve our capability in this area, we have first pursued Q3D modeling wherein a nominal midspan blade-to-blade streamsheet is analyzed. This level of modeling has been widely used in turbomachinery design and analysis for centrifugal machines ( [5] , [12] , for example). In centrifugal pumps, quantitative efficiency and off-design head performance cannot be captured with high accuracy since 3D effects including secondary flows are not incorporated. However, Q3D methods are usefully and widely employed in design and assessment studies.
The fully-three-dimensional relative frame code is adapted to perform Q3D analysis as follows: A throughflow design code developed by the fifth author is used to determine meridional streamsheets through the pump. Two nominally midspan streamsheets are extracted and imported into GRIDGEN [3] . The intersection of these streamsheets and the 3-D blade is determined within GRIDGEN and a structured multiblock grid is built bounded by the streamsheets and the blade intersection boundaries. An O-block is wrapped around the blade and multiple Hblocks are employed to retain good grid orthogonality and load balancing.
Two layers of cells are used in the spanwise direction (i.e., three vertex planes) so that second order accuracy can be retained for convection fluxes. A slip surface boundary condition is imposed on the upper and lower surfaces of the computational domain. Since these surfaces are defined as streamsheets, transport fluxes across these boundaries are set to zero and pressure on these boundaries is determined explicitly from a discrete approximation to the momentum equation dotted into the stream sheet surface normal.
For the single passage Q3D analyses presented in this paper, an 8 block, 36,288 vertex mesh was employed (12,096 vertices on each of the three spanwise planes). The calculations were carried out on several different computer systems using 8 processors in each case.
Test Case Considered
The pump analyzed was tested at the Pennsylvania State University Applied Research Laboratory, in the 12" water tunnel reconfigured as a pump test facility [11] . The performance of a backswept 7-blade impeller was tested at a variety of single phase and cavitating operating conditions. A photograph of the 7-blade impeller analyzed computationally here, is illustrated in the pump loop during installation in Figure 1 . Figure 2 shows several video frames of this impeller operating at design flow coefficient, at successively lower cavitation numbers (optical access obtained through a prism mounted externally on viewing windows upstream of impeller). Clearly identified in these figures is a growing sheet cavity on the suction surface, that increases in length with span and extends onto the shroud. The approximate locations of the cavity trailing edge at midspan are indicated in the figure.
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Results and Discussion
Quasi-Three-Dimensional Results
A total of 97 Q3D runs were performed covering operating conditions which span , . Steady state solutions were obtained for most of the cases, but for cases run at low cavitation number and/or low flow coefficient, large sheet cavities develop and large scale unsteadiness is predicted near the aft end of these structures (re-entrant jet region). For these cases, the steady state runs do not converge but are used to initialize a time accurate simulation. In these cases, reported performance parameters are time-averaged quantities as illustrated in Figure 3 .
In what follows, four parameters are used to define the operating point and performance of the pump. These are the cavitation number, flow coefficient, head coefficient and efficiency, which are defined here as: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=
where is the mass flux through nominal impeller inlet and outlet computational planes and is the total torque exerted on the fluid by the blade through pressure and viscous forces. The reference pressure, , is taken as that measured or computed upstream of the impeller in the entrance pipe section of the pump loop. (Note that static pressure is used in the head and efficiency definitions to conform to experimental measurements). For all of the computations carried out here, the flow coefficient is specified, that is, inlet velocity and machine rotation rate are input parameters. The implications of this on cavitation breakdown predictions is discussed below.
In Figure 4 , single phase experimental and computational performance curves are presented for the impeller. Despite the Q3D nature of the analysis and the attendant difficulty in defining consistent pressure values between experiment and computation, predicted head coefficient and efficiency vs. flow coefficient compare reasonably well. Figure 5 illustrates the general nature of the multiphase Q3D analyses. There, predicted streamlines and volume fraction contours are plotted for φ/φ design = 0.8, at three cavitation numbers, σ = 0.547, 0.238, and 0.154, which correspond to incipient, developed and near-breakdown cavitation numbers for this case. Clearly observed in these plots is the development of a cavitation bubble on the suction surface, which increases in size as the cavitation number is decreased. At low cavitation number, a reentrant flow is observed near the cavity trailing edge, and some pressure surface cavitation is evident as well. Figures 6 through 8 show predicted cavitating performance curves. In Figure 6 hydraulic efficiency is plotted vs. flow coefficient for a range of flow coefficients, . For each flow coefficient, a single phase calculation was performed. The inception cavitation number is then computed from equation 4 setting p v to the minimum single phase pressure on the blade. From there, the cavitation number, which is an input parameter to the code, is successively lowered and the code rerun (time accurately if required as discussed above). This process was repeated at each flow coefficient until significant performance degradation was observed. As seen in the figure, the CFD analysis returns efficiency levels of up to twenty points lower than for single phase.
In Figure 7 head coefficient is plotted vs. flow coefficient for the same range of flow coefficients and cavitation numbers. Again, very significant head deterioration is returned by the code for low cavitation numbers, especially at off-design flow. In order to interpret these results more clearly, the same data is plotted as head coefficient vs. cavitation number in Figure 8 . There it is seen that for each operating flow coefficient a critical cavitation number is reached below which the head coefficient drops dramatically with further reduction in cavitation number. This figure exhibits the familiar appearance of cavitation breakdown trends. Figure 9 shows a comparison of experimental and computed head coefficient vs. cavitation number at design flow coefficient. Though quantitatively overpredicting single phase head, due most likely to the Q3D nature of the analysis, the cavitation breakdown number and the "suddenness" of the drop-off is captured. From the qualitatively correct trends observed in Figure 8 and the reasonable quantitative comparison observed in Figure 9 , it is concluded that the analysis is indeed capturing principal physical elements of cavitation breakdown.
To pursue this further we examine some local flow field solution plots. Figure 10 shows elements of two low flow (φ/φ design = 0.5) simulations with significant cavitation. In Figure  10a , predicted streamlines and liquid volume fraction contours are presented for cavitation numbers of σ = 0.110 and 0.099, which correspond to operating conditions just before and well into predicted cavitation breakdown (ψ = 0.739 and 0.586 respectively in Figure 8 ). Just before breakdown a significant two-phase region is observed on the suction side, with an attendant large recirculation (re-entrant jet) at the aft end of the bubble. As the cavitation number is lowered only slightly more (∆σ = .011), the bubble grows explosively, blocking more than half of the passage. Figures 10b and c illustrate the significant decrease in passage pressure rise and significant increase in local relative velocity magnitude associated with this near-choking condition. Although these plots elucidate the principal physical mechanisms associated with the onset of cavitation breakdown, they should not be over-interpreted. In pumping systems, the operating point for the pump is defined by the intersection of the pump head-flow characteristic (which is a function of cavitation number) and the pump loop or pumping system characteristic (which is generally fixed). If the pump begins to cavitate significantly, both head rise and flow rate will drop. Well into breakdown, the resulting system dynamics can be highly unsteady, and these dynamics are not captured here since flow coefficient is a fixed parameter. In the future we plan to incorporate a quasi-steady analysis of the pump coupled with the system which should predict a change in the flow rate as well.
A final representation of the multiphase Q3D simulations is provided in Figure 11 . There, inception (defined for the mass transfer modeling employed here from equation 4 with p v set to the minimum single phase pressure on the blade) and breakdown 
Three-dimensional Results
The foregoing Q3D analyses demonstrate the capability of the method in capturing the physical mechanisms associated with sheet cavitation in centrifugal pumps. As mentioned above, we are maturing this work towards a reliable and validated full 3D time-dependent methodology. Current 3D capability is demonstrated here. Figures 12a and b show a front view of a notional shrouded impeller similar to the 7-blade impeller analyzed above and depicted in Figures 1 and 2 . A 55,195 vertex grid was used for the single passage analysis. This grid is significantly coarser than the more than 500,000 nodes that we estimate would be required to get mesh independent cavitating results. A steady relative frame solution was obtained for this configuration at a range of cavitation numbers. The figures illustrate predicted blade surface and hub pressure contours and the predicted cavities (designated by a liquid volume fraction, α l = 0.95 isosurface) for two cavitation numbers. The predicted cavities exhibit similar features to those depicted in Figure 2 . Specifically, at this design flow coefficient, cavitation is initiated near the leading edge on the suction surface. At low cavitation number the cavities exhibit significant three-dimensionality, with the streamwise extent of the cavity increasing with span. The bubble extends onto the shroud as well. 
Conclusion
A homogeneous multi-phase CFD method was applied to analyze centrifugal pump flow under developed cavitating conditions. Quasi-three-dimensional analysis was used to model a 7-blade pump impeller across a wide range of flow coefficients and cavitation numbers. Performance trends associated with offdesign flow and blade cavitation, including breakdown, are observed that compare qualitatively with experimental measurements. Local flow field solution plots were presented that elucidate the principal physical mechanisms associated with the onset of breakdown. Results were also presented that illustrate the full three dimensional capability of the method.
As this work continues the authors are pursuing improvements to three elements of the method including: 1) adapting mass transfer models, equation 3, to accommodate thermal effects on cavitation breakdown, 2) implementing time-varying pressure and mass flow boundary conditions that accommodate pumping system dynamics and 3) maturing/validating fully three-dimensional capability.
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